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A LOTKA-VOLTERRA PREDATOR-PREY SYSTEM INVOLVING TWO 

PREDATORS 

George Seifert 

ABSTRACT. We consider positive solutions of certain Lotka-Volterra systems con- 
sisting of three first-order differential equations which can model the population 
sizes of a prey and two predators where there also may be interaction between the 
predators. Under certain conditions on the interaction rates, one of the predators 
dies out while the remaining predator and prey approach periodic behavior as 
time increases. For a critical case, each positive solution of the system will be 
periodic. 

Consider the system of ordinary differential equations 

xf = ax — xy — dxz, 

y' = -by + xy + eyz, (1) 

zf = — cz H- dxz — eyz, 

where a, 6, c, and d are positive constants and e is a nonnegative constant. We will 
be concerned only with solutions (x(t),y(t),z(t)) such that x(0), 2/(0), z(0) are all 
positive. It is easy to show that for such solutions, x(t), y(t), z(t) are all positive for 
all t > 0; we omit the details. 

In the special case e = 0, this system could model a biological system consisting of 
two predators and a prey, whose population sizes are y(t), z(t), and #(£), respectively. 
We make no claim as to the biological accuracy of this model; we believe, however, 
that our results and methods are to some extent new and mathematically interesting. 

It is easy to see that, in this case, (1) has critical points (i.e., equilibria) at (0,0,0), 
(6, a,0), and (c/d,0,a/d). Further, it will follow from our theorem that if c > db, all 
solutions (x(t),y(t),z(t)) satisfy (x(t) -Xo(t))2-\-(y(t) -yo(t))2+ z2(t) -> 0 as t —> oo, 
where (xo(t)^yo(t)) is periodic; in fact, if #(0) = b and 7/(0) = a then (xo(t),yo(t)) = 
(6, a) for all t > 0. For the predator-prey model in this case, we conclude that the z 
predator dies out, i.e., fails to persist. 

If c < db, it will follow that any solution (x(t),y(t), z(t)) satisfies 

(x(t) - xo(t))2 + y2{t) + (z(t) - zo(t))2 -» 0    as t -> oo, 

where (xo(t),zo(t)) is periodic; if x(0) — c/d and z(0) = a/d, then (xo(t),zo(i)) = 
(c/d, a/d) for t > 0. In this case, the ^/-predator fails to persist. 

Some of these results for these special cases of (1) have already been established; 
cf. [3,4]. However, the fact that, in each case, all solutions are asymptotically periodic 
apparently was not observed in these papers. 
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The purpose of this note is to examine the more general case where e > 0, i.e., 
cases where the predators can interact in the sense that the ^/-predator preys on the 
z-predator. 

A critical point of (1) is said to be reachable if it is in the set {(a:, T/, Z) : x > 0, y > 
0, z > 0}, and is said to be stable if it is stable in the usual sense of Liapunov; cf. [5], 
for example. 

Theorem 1. Suppose ea + c ^ db. Then the only possibly stable critical points of (1) 
are (c/d,0,a/d) and (6, a, 0). If ea-\-c < db, all (positive) solutions (x(t),y(t),z(t)) 
satisfy (x(t) — xo(t))2 + y2{t) + (z(t) — zo(t))2 —» 0 as t —> oo where (xo(i)^zo(t)) is 
periodic. Ifea + c> db, all solutions (x(t),y(t),z(t)) satisfy 

(x(t) - xo(t))2 + (y(t) - yo(t))2 + z2(t) -> 0 as t -> oo (2) 

where (#()(£), 2/o(£)) ^s Per^0^c- tf ea + c — db, all solutions are periodic; in this case, 
the line segment in (x, ?/, z) space defined by y + dz = a, x 4- ez = b, x > 0, y > 0, 
z > 0 consists of critical points of (1) and these are the only critical points with all 
coordinates nonnegative. 

Proof Case 1: ea + c < db. 
Let XQ = c/d, yo = 0, ZQ = a/d, and (x(t),y(t),z(t)) be a solution of (1). Put 

xi(t) = x(t) - xo,    X2{t) = y(t) - yo,    xsit) = z(t) - ZQ, 

and (1) becomes 

xi = -(dx3 + X2)(xi + XQ), 

X2 = (xi + exa)^ 4- [(c + ae)/d - b]x2, (3) 

X3 = (daji - ea;2)(x3 4- ZQ). 

It follows easily from the linearization of (3) that (XQ, yo^zo) is stable. So if 

F(xi) = Xi - XQ l0g(xi + XQ), 

H{xs) = x3- z0 log(x3 4- ^o), 

and V(xi,X2,xs) = F(xi) + X2 4- H(x3)^ then it follows from (3) that 

IVM*), **(*), ssW) = (^ - ^^W- (4) 
So Xi(t), X2(t), and 0:3(t) are bounded above for t > 0. Since also a;i(t) > -XQ, 

X2(i) > 0, and x3(t) > — ZQ, it follows that ^(t)! is bounded for t > 0, and so, by a 
simple argument using (4), that X2 (t) —> 0 as t —> 00; we omit the details. Finally, 
since ^(^1,^25^3) > — ^olog^o - ^ologzo for xi > —XQ, X2 > 0, £3 > —ZQ? we 
conclude that 

y (£i(£),£2(£),£3(£)) ~^ ^o as £ —> 00, where mo < LQ < 00, 

and mo = — XQ logxo — ZQ logzo- 
It can be shown that the set FQ in (xi,X2,xs) space given by Fo = {(^1,0,2:3) : 

F(xi) + H(x3) = LQ} is a simple closed curve if LQ > mo and the point (0,0,0) if 
LQ = mo- Since 

V(t) - (F(a;i(t)) 4- H(x3{t))) -> 0 as t -> 00, 
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where V(t) = V(xi(t),X2(t), X3(t)), it follows that the w-limit set of (xi(t), £2CO? :r3(^)) 
is a subset of TQ. Since this (j-limit set is invariant for solutions of (3), if (xi, 0, £3) G 
FQ, then the orbit of the solution (^i(t),0,^3(t)) of (3) satisfying xi(0) = xi, xs(0) = 
%3, ^2(0) = 0 lies in TQ. Assume first that LQ > mo, and let T > 0 be the least period 
oi{xu(t),X3(t)). 

Since it can be shown that this solution (xi(t), 0^X3(1)) is periodic, its orbit must 
coincide with TQ. 

We show that for some r, 0 < r < T, (a;i(^)-Xi(t+r))2+x|(t) + (a;3(t)-X3(^+r))2 

—> 0 as t —> 00. To do this, we use the following notation and lemma. Define 

v(t) = (x^t), X2(t), xs(t)), 

v(t) = (x1{t), 0, x3(t)), 

u(t,T) = \v(t)-v(t + T)\. 

Here and henceforth, | • | denotes the Euclidean norm in R3. 

Lemma. liuit^oQU^^r) = S(T) is continuous for 0 < r < T. 

Proof of Lemma. Clearly, s(r) < 00 for 0 < r < T. Since 

\S{T + 6)- S(T)\ < nmt->oo|w(t,r + 8) - u(t,r)|, (5) 

and 

\u(t,T + 6) - u(t,T)\ = \\v(t) -v(t + T + 6)\ - \v(t) - v{t + r)|| 

< \v(t + T + 6)-v(t + T)\, 

it follows from (5) that 

\s{r + 6) - S(T)\ < mnt^oolvit + T + 8)-v(t + r)|. (6) 

Since v(t) is continuous and periodic, it follows that for a given e > 0, there exists a 
8(e) > 0 such that \v(t + r + 8) - v(t + r)| < 6 for |<$| < (5(e), * > 0, 0 < r < T. Using 
(6), our lemma follows. 

Now suppose there is no r, 0 < r < T, such that v(t) — v(t + r) -> 0 as t -* 00. 
Then for each r, 0 < r < T, we have ix(t,r) -^ 0 as £ —> 00. So for each such r, we 
have l\mt->oou(t,T) = s(r) > 0. Using our lemma, we have 

limt_00^(t, r) > eo    for some 60 > 0 and 0 < r < T. (7) 

Since v(t) approaches the orbit of v{t) as t —> 00 and v(£) is T-periodic, for each t > 0 
there exists a r(t), 0 < r(t) < T, such that 

\v(t) - v(t + r(t))| -> 0 as t -> 00, 

i.e., take T(£) such that 

|^(t) - v(t + r(t))| - ommr b(t) - v(t + r)|. 

In fact, because of the convexity of the orbit of v(t), it follows that r(t) is unique for 
t large enough. 

So there exists a £1 > 0 such that 

u(t,T(t)) = H*) - v(t + rm < I for t > h. (8) 
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But from (7) there exists a £2 > h such that 

ufar) > eo/2    for all r,    0 < r < T, 

and, for r = r^), this contradicts (8).  So there must be some r, 0 < r < T, such 
that 

\v(t) — v(t + T)| —>• 0 as t —> 00. 

This completes the proof of Case 1 for LQ > mo since we may take 

XoOO = xi(tH-r) + Xo, 

If LQ = mo, then FQ = (0,0,0), and it follows easily that (xi(t),X2{t),x^(t)) —> 
(0, 0,0) as t —> 00; we omit the details. 

Case 2: ea + c > db. 
We use the same argument as in Case 1 except that we define xi(t) = x(t) — b, 

X2(t) = y(t) — a^xs(t) = z(t) and use 

V(xux2,xs) = xi - blog(xi +b) + X2 - alog(a;2 + a) + X3 

in place of the V of Case 1. Thus we arrive at the conclusion that xs{t) —» 0 as t -+ 00 
and that (2) holds; we omit the details. 

Case 3: ea + c = d&. 
It is easy to show that the critical points of (1) consist of the line in (x, y, z) space 

defined by y + dz = a, x + ez = b. We shall be concerned with the segment of this 
line defined by x > 0, y > 0, z > 0. 

Let (XQ, 2/05^0) be an interior point of this line segment. Let (x(t),?/(t),2(t)) be a 
solution of (1) with (#(0), 2/(0), 2(0)) not a critical point of (1), and such that x(0) > 0, 
2/(0) > 0, z(0) > 0. Put 

xi(t) = x(t) - £0, 

X2(t) =2/W -2/0, 

X3(£) = z(t) - ZQ. 

Then (1) becomes 

^ = -(^2 + dx^){xi + Zo), 

X2 = {xi H- ex3)(x2 + 2/0), (9) 

£3 = (dxi - ex2){x2> + ^o)- 

If 

F(a;i)-= xi - XQ log(xi 4- £0), 

G(x2) = X2-yo log(x2 + 2/o), 

#(£3) = £3 - ZQ l0g(x3 + ^0), 

and V(xux2,xs) = F(xi) + G?^) + Hfa), it follows, using (9), that 

-V(xo{t), X2(t), x3(t)) = 0 for t > 0 
at 
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and so 

Vfait), x2(t), x3(t)) = co = VfaiO), x2(0), X3(0)),    t > 0. (10) 

Note that CQ > -XQ log XQ -y0 log y0-zo log ZQ since the right side of this last inequality 
is the minimum value of V(xux2lx3) for x1 > -x0, x2 > -y0, x3 > -ZQ, which is 
v ^U, U, UJ. 

Since (xi(0),a:2(0),^(O)) ^ (0,0,0), 

V(xi,X2,Xs) =Co 

defines a closed bounded strictly convex 2-surface, strictly convex in the sense that 
any line in (xuX2,xs) space intersects it in at most 2 points. To show this, consider 
such a line given, say, by 

{(ait + bu 02* + 62, a3t + 63) : t e R} 

where a| + a2 + a2 > 0. Define M(t) = Vfat + bua2t + 62, a3t + 63). It is easy to see 
that M"(t) > 0 for all t, and so M(t) = CQ can have at most 2 solutions. 

From (10), we see that the orbit of (x1(t),x2(t),x3(t)) lies on that surface. If we 
consider the image of this surface under the change of variables 

X1=X-Xo,      X2=y-yo,      X3= Z- ZQ, 

say 5, given by 

V(X -XQ,   y- 2/o,   Z- ZQ) = CQ, 

we conclude that (x(t), y(t), z(t)) e S for t > 0. 
Let (XQ, 2/0^0) be another critical point of (1) distinct from (x0,yo,zo) and such 

that x0 > 0, y0 > 0, ZQ > 0. Then, proceeding as above with (XQ, 2/0,^0) replaced by 
(^0,2/o, ^o), we find that the solution (x(t), y(t), z(t)) also satisfies (a;(t), 2/(t), *(*)) G 5 
for * > 0, where S is the 2-surface in (x, y, z) space defined by 

V(x -X0,   y- y0,   Z - ZQ) = CQ, 

co = V(x(0) - xo, 2/(0) - go, *(0) - ZQ); 

here 5 also is bounded, closed, and strictly convex. So (x(t), y{t), z(t)) e S n 5 for 

We show next that S D 5 is a simple closed curve. Let (xu 2/1, ^1) G 5 fl S. We will 
show later that (xu 2/1,^1) cannot be a critical point of (1). Calculating the gradients 
ofV(x-xo,y-yo,z-zo) and V(x-xo,y-yo,z-zo) at (a:i,yi,2?i), we get, respectively, 

(I-XQ/XU I-2/0/2/1, 1-V^i) 
and 

(1 - xo/xi,l - 2/0/2/1, 1 - 2oM). 

Using the facts that (XQ, 2/0, ^0) and (XQ, yo, ZQ), being distinct critical points, satisfy 
each of the equations x = b - ez and y = a - dz and that (si, 2/1, zi) is not a critical 
point, i.e., does not satisfy one of these two equations, one can show, after detailed 
computations which we omit, that the cross product of these gradients is non-zero. 
This shows that S fl S is a simple closed curve. 
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We now show that S n_S cannot contain a critical point of (1). Suppose (x,y,z^ 
is a critical point in S n S. Then (a, y,z) G 5 implies V(a; - a*, 2/ - 2/o, ^ - ^o) - 
^(^(O) - xo, 2/(0) - yo, ^(0) - ^o), from which we get 

x ,        2/ x-x(0) + y-y(0) + z-^(0)-^olog^-2/olog^y-^olog^y-0. 

Similarly, (aj,2/,^) G 5 implies 

x-x(0) + y-y(0) + z-z(0)-xo\og^-yolog^-zolog^ = 0. 

Using the last 2 equations we get 

(xo - So) log ^) + (* " ^) log J) + (Z0 " Z"0) l0g ^) = ^ (11) 

Using the fact that (x, y, z) is a critical point of (1), we have x = b - ez and y = a - dz. 

So, using (11), we get 

(zo - *o) log ^^ + (». - ft.) log ^^ + (* - ^l0^ = 0 

for t; = z. If we denote the left side of this last equation by M(v), we get 

.. .      -e{xQ-xo)     d(yo-yo)  , zp -jo 

If ^o - ^o > 0, then 2;o < «o, and yo < ^o; recall that {xo,yo,zo) and (So.So.^o) are 
distinct points on the open line segment from {c/d, 0, o/d) to (6, a, 0). So, in this case, 
M'(v) > 0 for 0 < v < a/d. This shows that M(v) = 0 has at most one solution. 

Thus, the solutions 

v = (b- x(0))/e = (a - y{0))/d 

and 
v = (b- x)/e = {a- y)/d 

coincide, and so ^ = x(0), y = y(0), z = z(0). But this contradicts the fact that 
(x(0) w(0),z(0)) is not a critical point of (1), and so (x,y,z) cannot be one. In case 
zo- k < 0, we have xo - xo > 0 and j/o - Vo > 0, and a similar argument shows that 
again (x, y, z) cannot be a critical point of (1). 

Since 5 n 5 does not contain critical points of (1), we can conclude that the orbit 
of (x{t),y(t),z(t)) is the entire simple closed curve S n S and that this solution is 

periodic. 
If {x(0),y(0),z(Q)) is a critical point of (1), there is clearly nothing more to prove, 

and our theorem follows. 
In case the predator interaction rates are not equal in (1), i.e., if the e in the third 

equation in (1) is replaced by ei > e, it follows easily, using methods similar to those 
in the proof of Case 1 of the theorem, that (c/d, 0, a/d) is again a reachable critical 
point and if (d - e)o + bd > ae + c, then all solutions of (1) satisfy (x(t) - xo(t)) + 
y2{t)'+ (z(t) - zo(t))2 -► 0 as t -► oo, where (x0(t), zo(t)) is periodic and may reduce 
to [c/d, a/d); we omit the details. 
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We conclude our paper by stating some results for systems similar to (1).  These 
results follow using methods similar to those used in the previous work. 

First, consider the system 

x' = ax — xy — dxz — ax2, 

y' = -bx + xy, (12) 

zf = — cy 4- dxy, 

with no predator interaction and with a carrying capacity for the prey. Here all the 
constants a, 6, c, d, a are positive. 

The critical points of (12) are (0,0,0), {a/a, 0,0), (b, a - ab, 0), and (c/d, 0, (ad - 
ac)/d2). Clearly the first two are reachable; if (i) a > ab, the third is, and if (ii) 
ad > ac, the fourth is. It is again easy to see that (0,0,0) is unstable. 

Theorem 2. // (i) a > ab and c > bd, then for any solution (x(t),y(t),z(t)) of (12), 
x(t) -* b, y(t) —> a — ab, z(t) —> 0 as t —> oo. // (ii) ad > ac and c < bd, then for 
any solution of (12), x(t) —> c/d, y(t) —> 0, and z(t) —> (ad — ac)/d2 as t —> oo. // 
(iii) bd > c > ad/a, then for any solution of (12), x(t) —> a/a, y(t) —> 0, z(t) —> 0 as 
t —► oo. 

We note that condition (iii) bd > c > ad/a rules out case (ii), i.e., the reachability 
of the third critical point, and since it also implies a < ab, it rules out case (i), i.e., 
the reachability of the fourth. 

Finally, we consider the system 

x' = ax — xy — dxz, 

y' = -by + xy + eyz, (13) 

z = cz + xz — eyz, 

where a, b, c, d, e are positive constants with ae ^ bd + c. Here the model has a 
positive birthrate for the ^-predator as well as predator interaction. 

Here, we have reachable critical points (0,0,0), (b, a,0), and (0, c/e,b/e). 

Theorem 3. // ae > bd + c, then (b, a, 0) is stable and all solutions of (13) satisfy 
(x(t), y(t), z(t)) —> (xo(t), yo(t), 0) as t —> oo, where (xo(t), yo(t)) is periodic. 

If ae < bd + c, then (0,c/e, b/e) is stable and all solutions of (13) satisfy (x(t), 
y(t), z(t)) —>• (0,yo(t), zo(t)) as t —> oo, where (yo(t),zo(t)) is periodic 

It is clear that if the y-predator does not prey on the z-predator, i.e., if e = 0, then 
z(t) —> oo as t —► oo, i.e., all solutions are unbounded for t > 0. 

For more general systems modeling a prey and two predators, cf. [1-4]. These 
papers are mainly concerned with conditions under which the predators persist, i.e., 
their populations do not approach zero as t —► oo. Some of these more general systems 
allow the predation rates, in our case the constants d and e, to depend on the size of 
the prey population x. While the conditions given for those more general systems for 
the persistence of both predators are not as critical as the one given in our theorem, 
they do not seem to imply the existence of periodic solutions, as in Case 3 of our 
theorem. 

An interesting open question arising for the case where the hypotheses of Thereom 
1 hold, the so-called noncritical case, is whether given any periodic solution of (1) 
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in either of the coordinate planes, there exists a unique solution which approaches it 
orbit ally as t —» oo from the positive orthant x > 0, y > 0, z > 0. 
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